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The healthcare marketing landscape is undergoing a dramatic transition brought on, in part, 
by a wave of new regulations. Now, more than ever, it is important that medical technology 
companies and their customers evolve together. Manufacturers can no longer succeed by 
simply delivering incremental product and cost improvements and deploying a retail/detail 
sales force. Instead, hospitals and physicians are seeking broader, more strategic relationships 
with manufacturers.
  
NNothing lends itself better to this new buying process than digital marketing. Digital marketing 
initiatives allow manufacturers to engage with prospects earlier in the sales funnel to 
communicate their value offering while reducing the cost of sales. When done right, digital 
marketing aids in the discovery of meaningful insights, allowing you to engage customers 
better and cause changes in their behavior. The more meaningful customers find your 
solutions, the more profound and favorable these changes will be. As the campaign 
progresses, digital marketing also provides real-time access to performance metrics so 
mamarketers can maximize the efficiency of their investments. 

In the spring of 2013, Grey Matter Marketing fielded an online survey of 108 marketing 
professionals employed by U.S. medical technology companies. Grey Matter Marketing 
requested that respondents share opinions and comment on current trends and challenges in 
digital marketing. Using the insights from this survey and experience in the field of digital 
marketing, Grey Matter Marketing has developed a five-part industry guide to provide medical 
technology marketers with a roadmap for the biggest digital marketing opportunities available 
today. 

TThis final chapter of our five-part series shows medical technology professionals how to use 
content marketing to build trust, drive preference and move your prospects along the buying 
process – so they convert more frequently and at faster rates. Even more importantly, it gives 
readers the supporting evidence needed to recommend specific content marketing strategies 
to management.
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Content Marketing Defined 

                         Social Media – Other than Blogs
                     Articles on Your Website
                       eNewsletters
                     Blogs
                     In-person Events
                       Case Studies
                                      Videos
                  Articles on Other Websites
                 White Papers
                   Online Presentations
                  Webinars/Webcasts
              Infographics
            Research Reports
                  Microsites
           Branded Content Tools
           Mobile Content
          Print Magazines
         eBooks
          Books
        Mobile Apps
            Digital Magazines
        Podcasts
      Licensed/Syndicated Content
      Virtual Conferences
        Annual Reports
      Print Newsletters
 Games/Gamification

                         87%
                     81%
                       80%
                     76%
                     76%
                       73%
                                      73%
                  68%
                 64%
                   63%
                  62%
              51%
            44%
                  40%
           38%
           38%
          35%
         34%
          30%
        28%
            27%
        26%
      25%
      25%
        24%
      22%
 10%

2014 B2B Content Marketing Trends—North America:
Content Marketing Institute/MarketingProfs

B2B Content
Marketing Usage
(by Tactic)
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A recent Corporate Executive Board study of more than 1,400 business-to-business customers 
found that by the time a customer reaches out to a product or service supplier, their purchase 
decision is nearly 60% complete. For the medical technology industry, this means that most 
product and procedure education and evaluation is done before the sales representative ever 
initiates contact with the customer.

NNothing lends itself better to this new buying process than leveraging content marketing for 
lead nurturing. The combined approach allows companies to engage with prospects earlier in 
the sales funnel to communicate their value offering while reducing the cost of sales.

Today, 93% of B2B organizations already rely on content marketing for brand building and 
demand generation. Out of all organizations leveraging content marketing programs, 48% say 
their efforts are resulting in engagement with customers and prospective clients, and 41% are 
seeing an increase in brand awareness.1

TThe Grey Matter Marketing Digital Marketing Survey found that medical technology marketers 
value the use of content marketing in their overall marketing strategy. Nearly 83% of 
respondents reported content to be very or extremely important.

The most common tactics reported were news releases and press releases at 88.5% followed 
by videos at 78%. Blog posts and whitepapers were also popular with 42.4% of respondents 
each reporting participation in these content initiatives.

Answer Options

Videos

Blogs posts

News/Press Releases

Whitepapers/eBooks

None, we are not currently engaging in content marketing initiatives

Other

78.2%

46.2%

88.5%

46.2%

3.8%

6.4%

Response

Which types of CONTENT marketing initiatives is your company or brand currently engaged in? 

Why Content? Why Now?
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1   Gesenhues, Amy. "Survey: 46% Of Marketers Have Content Marketing Strategy, Only 25% Track Social Media
 Results." Marketing Land. September 24, 2013. Accessed November 19, 2014. http://marketingland.com/study-59765.



Answer Options

Not at all important

Slightly important

Moderately important

Very important

Extremely important

0.0%

4.0%

33.3%

49.3%

13.3%

Response

How important are CONTENT marketing initiatives to your overall marketing strategy?
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2   "2014 B2B Content Marketing Research: Strategy Is Key to Effectiveness." Content Marketing Institute. October 1,

 2013. Accessed November 19, 2014.

 http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2013/10/2014-b2b-content-marketing-research/.

Yet despite these trends and statistics, the healthcare industry has not made as much progress 
in content marketing as other industries have. Why ? Unlike some other industries, healthcare, 
medical device, and medical technology companies are heavily regulated and over-reliant on 
traditional media, like printed content.

Based on consumer behavior online, these companies' slow adoption rate of digital content 
leaves customers without the information they need to properly evaluate their options.2

The case is clear: traditional marketing is becoming less and less effective as customers 
self-select the marketing messages they see. Content marketing brings valuable information 
and new insights to customers, so they choose to read, watch, interact with, and value it. But 
what do you need to know about content marketing before expanding your efforts? How will 
you create a consistent flow of new content? What do medical technology marketing 
professionals need to take into account when implementing a strategic content marketing plan? 

What Med Tech Marketers Need To Know About Content Marketing



Content marketing begins with a detailed picture of the target audience. For medical 
technology marketers, this is not always a simple task. Most med-tech companies have several 
different stakeholders, from patients to physicians to the hospital C-suite. Identifying each 
stakeholder and creating a complete picture from the outset will allow you to create optimal 
content for each of these target audiences. Focused and specific content will not limit growth; 
instead, it intensifies the appeal of the content while positioning your brand as relevant and 
meaningful.

MMost medical technology companies are already adept at segmenting their customer base. 
They identify and profile distinct groups, or strategic targets, who have similar needs and thus 
require similar messages and similar product offerings.

HHowever, segmentation should not stop here! Companies can narrow their audience even 
further to identify their prime prospects. Consider prime prospects as a sub-group of your 
strategic target with the greatest short-term growth or business opportunity. Your prime 
prospect may or may not be comprised of today’s heavy users, but identifying the prime 
prospects helps generate insights powerful enough to change behavior and align marketing 
activity toward the areas of greatest potential.

Task

Defining the
Category

Choosing the
Strategic Target

Identifying the
Prime Prospect

Understanding the
Target & Generating
Meaningful Insights

Define a category and why it is 
important to  your audience.

Choose an audience to ensure 
long-term growth.

Identify an audience to drive 
short-term brand-building and 
business-building activities.

DDevelop a deep undestanding of 
your target to generate meaningful 
insights that drive action.

Understanding what category your 
brand plays in helping to ensure that 
you are identifying the right target.

Underpinning for brand positioning, 
brand architecture, innovation.

Aligns marketing activities to
sources of great potential.

EEnsures that all activities actually 
change behavior of your target to 
generate sales growth.

Importance

Understand Your Audience 
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Once these prime prospects are identified, you can begin to create a vivid description of your 
customer, called a “buyer persona.” A buyer persona is a representation of your ideal 
customer and, although fictional, should include very real information about demographics 
and online behavior, as well as either informed or speculative information on attitudes, 
behaviors, motivations, and concerns. Most importantly, your buyer personas should answer 
the following questions: 

 •    What is the biggest challenge facing this persona?

  •    What does he or she need most to overcome this challenge?

 •    What is the information he or she will be searching for? 

 •    What trends are influencing their success?

The more detailed the description of your buyer persona, the easier it will be to create content 
and know where to publish that content.

27%

31%
17%

25%

Conduct a Content Audit 

White papers

Videos

Presentations

Newsletters

Sample Content Audit
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To conduct an audit, collect every piece of content you have created in the past 18 months. 
Then create a content audit grid that lists and labels them according to important criteria such 
as title, type, document number, application, audience, key selling message and where it is 
located.

Finally, study your content audit grid. Are you heavy on white papers but light on visual 
content, such as videos or infographics? Are you focusing on one medical application when 
you have opportunities in several? Are you writing about one topic over and over again but 
ignoring others? Evaluating your grid and answering these questions will help you create a 
plan for future content creation.

The C-Suite Embraces Video
Video is becoming a critical information source for senior executives. Three-quarters Video is becoming a critical information source for senior executives. Three-quarters 

(75%) of executives said they watch work-related videos on business-related websites 

at least weekly; more than half (52%) watch work-related videos 

on YouTube at least weekly. Medical technology organizations 

looking to reach senior executives should consider video as part 

of their content marketing strategy.

Title
what is the

document called

Type
what type of
document is this

Document #
is there a doc
control number

Application
what indication
is it used for

Audience
who is this for,

which buyer persona

Key selling
message
what is the key
point it makes

URL
where is it
located online

Sample Content Audit Grid
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Content plays an important role in each phase of the consumer decision-making process, or 
buying cycle, from generating awareness about your product to helping educate and convert 
interested leads. Medical technology companies must produce content at each stage of the 
buying cycle to satisfy potential customers and guide them to the next phase.

A simplified buying cycle might look like this: 

 1. Awareness: The potential customer becomes familiar with your brand and believes he or  
   she may have a need for your product or service.

  2. Education: The potential customer wants to learn more about the solution to his or her   
     problem and researches your solution, as well as your competitors' offerings.

 3. Action: The potential customer decides which product or service to buy.

Once your company’s unique buying cycle is established, you should identify the types of 
content and channels that work best at each of the stages. It is very likely your prospects will 
jump between content and channels, but certain types of content will play particularly 
important roles at specific stages of this process. Here is an example of how content could be 
mapped to the above buying cycle.

Identify Your Path to Purchase and Map Content 

Pique Interest Tell Your Story Sales Opps
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Educate
[Reveal and Teach]

Expertise
[Thought Leadership + Coach]

Evidence
[Customer Results + Data]
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If you have completed the previous steps, you will have a strong idea of the prime prospects 
you are targeting, what type of content you already have and need to create, and what your 
unique buying cycle looks like.

TThe final phase is to use this information to create a content calendar that plans where your 
content will be disseminated and when. You can use calendaring or project software or a 
simple spreadsheet. One trick is to use your content audit template as a primer. Add fields 
with specific content tasks; track who is responsible for creating the content, the deadlines, the 
publication date, and the channels. 

Create Your Content Calendar

Recycle, Repurpose, Reuse: 
Always look for opportunities to repurpose your content. For example, the 
publication of a new whitepaper could become a blog post, be broken up 
and shared on social media, or turned into a slide presentation.

Decision Cycle Goal Content

Awareness
 

Education
 

Action

Stimulate Demand
 

Differentiate Brand
 

Customer Acquisition 

Press Releases, Advertising,
Blog Posts

eBooks, Webinars,
White Papers, Case Studies 

Product Demonstrations,
Case Studies, Testimonials

PPC, Industry Blogs
Affiliate Marketing

Brand Website,
Sales Engagement 

Industry Blogs,
Email Campaigns,
Brand Website 

Channels
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In a few short years, content marketing has taken over as a way to engage potential 
customers. An organized approach to content creation and dissemination is essential to your 
success in reaching and converting your targets — and as you plan, you may discover you 
already have a good stock of relevant content to draw from. You will also have a good idea of 
what you still need to create, and what to do with it once it exists. Companies that master this 
process stand a greater chance of success in identifying, attracting, and converting customers 
and creating sustainable success.

IIf you are interested in learning more about digital marketing as it relates to medical 
technology companies — including the latest trends, ROI, and how to sell-in digital marketing 
to your management team— we're offering readers a free phone consultation. Email Grey 
Matter Marketing at info@greymattermarketing.com to set up a call.

If Nothing Else



Share It greymattermarketing.com

In the spring of 2013, Grey Matter Marketing fielded an online survey of 108 marketing professionals 
employed by U.S. medical technology companies. Grey Matter Marketing requested opinions and 

information on current trends and challenges in digital marketing. The results of that survey combined with 
the changing digital landscape inspired this guide. Digital Marketing for Medical Technology Companies 
outlines how to communicate and engage with audiences in an interactive and relevant manner through 

content marketing. Even more importantly, it gives readers the supporting evidence needed to recommend 
specific content marketing  strategies to management and internal legal and regulatory teams.

If you are interested in learning more about digital marketing as it 
relates to medical technology companies — including the latest trends, 
ROI, and how to sell-in digital marketing to your management team — 

we are offering readers a free phone consultation.
Email us at info@greymattermarketing.com
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ABOUT THE BOOK

Grey Matter Marketing is a full-service, award-winning marketing agency working exclusively with 
medical technology companies. We provide the marketing architecture to build strong connections with 
providers and patients to drive adoption of innovative technology that improves lives. We have a proven 

track record in developing both traditional and digital plans that create compelling marketing 
experiences and drive business results. Our strength is finding the important truth in any 

communication effort, and translating that truth into something your customer understands, and more 
importantly, feels. Armed with this knowledge and insight, we roll up our sleeves and

ddo what we do best: work hard, think strategically and deliver.

ABOUT GREY MATTER MARKETING
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